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1. INTRODUCTION 
Convexity assumes a central role in many aspects of mathematical 
programming, including sufficient optimality conditions, duality theory, 
theorems of the alternatives, and the convergence of optimization algo- 
rithms. Two of the more obvious and important properties of convex 
functions defined on convex sets are that local minima are global, and, 
in the differentiable case, a vanishing gradient implies a global minimum. 
Various generalizations of convexity, for example quasiconvexity and 
pseudoconvexity (see, e.g., [1] for a comprehensive treatment) are quite 
close to convexity in that they preserve some of the important properties 
of convexity. 
Another generalization of convexity, known as semilocal convexity, was 
introduced by Ewing [3] who applied the concept to provide sufficient 
optimality conditions in variational and control problems. Although they 
are non-convex functions, semilocally convex functions have some impor- 
tant “convex type” properties; e.g., local minima of semilocally convex 
functions defined on locally starshaped sets are also global minima and 
non-negative linear combinations of semilocally convex functions are also 
semilocally convex. Generalizations of semilocally convex functions and 
their properties have been investigated by Kaur [S] and Kaul and 
Kaur [4]. 
One of the fundamental results in mathematical programming is the 
theorem of the alternatives, from which optimality conditions and duality 
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results may be derived. The purpose of this paper is to establish a theorem 
of the alternatives for semilocally convex functions and then to derive 
optimality and duality results for semilocally convex mathematical 
programming problems. The optimality conditions extend the usual saddle- 
point and duality theorems of convex programming and the Fritz John [7] 
and Kuhn-Tucker [6] necessary optimality conditions. The modified 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions are applied to give a Wolfe [9] type duality 
theorem. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
‘%’ will denote n-dimensional Euclidean space with Euclidean norm 1. I. 
9l+ = [0, co). A set X in !JP is a convex cone if X+ Xc X and c&c X for 
all NE%+. ‘31 will denote the non-negative orthant in ‘33’. If X is a set in 
!I?‘, then cl(X) denotes the closure of X and int(X) denotes the interior 
of x. 
A subset C of !IV is locally starshaped at x0 E C if corresponding to x0 
and each x E C, there exists a maximal positive number a(~,, x) 6 1 such 
that wx + (I- w)x,, E C for 0 < w < a(~,, x). The set C is said to be locally 
starshaped if it is locally starshaped at each of its points. Note that a 
locally starshaped set C need not be convex as a line segment hrough the 
point x0 E C need not lie entirely within C. 
Let C be a locally starshaped set in ‘P. A scalar valued fuction f: C + ‘3 
is called semilocally convex on C if corresponding to each x, y E C there 
exists a positive number d(x, y) 6 a(x, y) such that 
f(wx+(1-W)Y)~Wf(X)+(1-w)f(Y)~ 0 < w < d(x, y). 
Let C be a locally starshaped set in ‘33’ and let S be a convex cone in 
‘illi”. A vector valued function j C + !Rm is called S-semilocally convex on 
C if corresponding to each x, y E C there exists a positive number 
d(x, y) < a(x, y) such that 
wf(x)+(1-w)f(Y)-f(wx+(1-w)Y)ES, 0 < w < d(x, y). 
In particular, if S = %“, , vector valued function f: C + 91i” is said to be 
semilocally convex on C if each component off is semilocally convex on C. 
A vector valued functionf: T -+ Y, where T and Y are subsets of !R’ and 
!Rm, respectively, is (one-sided) directionally differentiable at the point 
x0 E T in the direction x - x0 if the limit 
f+(Xo;X--o’=~iy+ w-‘u-(x0+ W(X-XlJ))-f(XlJl 
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exists. When Y= % this reduces to the usual definition of directional 
differentiability. If f: T + % is semilocally convex on the locally starshaped 
set T, then by definition, f satisfies 
in addition f is directionally differentiable [S] and dividing the above 
inequality by w and taking limits gives 
f(x) -fM 2f + (x0; x - x0). 
Similarly, if S is a convex cone in ‘!I?” and if g: T -+ !Ri” is S-semilocally 
convex on the locally starshaped set T, then g is directionally differentiable 
and 
3. A THEOREM OF THE ALTERNATIVES 
In this section we show that a well-known theorem of the alternatives 
holds for semilocally convex functions. This theorem will be applied in 
Section 4 to derive Lagrangean conditions and duality results for 
mathematical programming problems. 
Kaur [S] established the following result for locally starshaped sets. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C he a closed locally starshaped set in W; then C is 
convex. 
A stronger result for locally starshaped sets, however, is possible. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let C be a locally starshaped set in ‘8”; then cl(C) is convex. 
Proof Let B denote the closed unit ball in !I? and let r > 0. The set C 
is locally starshaped by assumption and it follows from the convexity of B 
that rB is also locally starshaped; thus the set C+ rB s locally starshaped 
and so is cl(C) = n,,,, (C + rB). Since cl(C) is closed it is also convex by 
Lemma 3.1. 
The following separation theorem will be fundamental to establishing the 
theorem of the alternatives. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S be a locally starshaped set in ‘$I” and let T be a convex 
set in ‘W with non-empty interior. If S and T are disjoint then there exists 
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a non-zero continuous linear ,functional p d&ned on s%” and a scalar 13 such 
that 
sup{p(x): .xE T) <J<inf{p(x): xES}. 
ProojI Since S and T are disjoint sets then Sn int( T) = (25 and so 
cl(S) n int( T) = @. Since S is locally starshaped, cl(S) is convex by 
Lemma 3.2. By a separation theorem for convex sets [8], there exists a 
non-zero continuous linear functional p on W’ and a scalar fl such that 
P(X) G B forall xEint(T) 
and 
P(X) 2 B for all x E S. 
Since p is continuous, p(x) < /I for all x E T. Hence, 
sup{p(x):x~T}6/?<inf{p(x):x~S}. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S be a convex cone in ‘%“‘, let T be a locally starshaped 
set in ‘W’, and let f: T+ ‘W’ be S-semilocally convex. Then the set 
Z = f ( T) + S is locally starshaped. 
Proof Let xi~Tandsj~S, i=l,2; thenzj=f(x,)+siEZ, i=l,2. For 
anyO<il<l, 
nz,+(l-~~)z,=I~(xl)+(l-~)f(X*)+~”S,+(l-I~)SZ 
Since S is a convex cone, s3 = As, + ( 1 - 3.)s, E S; hence 
AZ, + (1 - A)z, = 1$(x,) + (1 - i)f(x*) + s3 
Since f is S-semilocally convex on the locally starshaped set T, there exists 
s0 E S such that 
@-(Xl) + (1 - I.)f(XZ) =f(Ax, + (1 - A)xJ + so 
for some d(x,, x2) < 1 and 0 < A < d(x,, x2). Thus 
I,z,+(l-l)z,=f(Ax,+(l-I)x,)+s,+s, 
for 0 < A < d(x,, x2). Since S is a convex cone, s4 = so + s3 E S and hence 
AZ, + (1 - A)z, =f(x3) + s4, 
where x,=/Zx,+(l-;l)xZ~T and S,ES for O<I<d(x,,x,). Thus 
AZ, + (1 - A)z, E Z for 0 <A < d(x,, x2) and so, 2 is locally starshaped. 
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The following is the theorem of the alternatives for semilocally convex 
functions defined on locally starshaped sets. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let S be a convex cone with non-empty interior in ‘92”‘; let 
T be a locally starshaped set in ‘8” and let J T -+ W” be S-semilocally 
convex. Then exactly one of the following two systems has u solution: 
(i) -f(x) E int S, x E T; 
(ii) h,f)(T)c~+, o#p~S*. 
Proof: If both (i) and (ii) have solutions, respectively x and p, then 
both (pO f )(x) < 0 and (p,f)(x) 2 0, a contradiction. 
Suppose now that (i) has no solution. Let K =f (T) + int S; since int S is 
a convex cone, a similar proof to that of Lemma 3.4 shows that the set K 
is locally starshaped. Since (i) has no solution Kn ( - S) = @. 
According to Lemma 3.3 there exists a non-zero continuous linear 
functional p and a scalar /I such that 
P(Y) 2 P for all y E K 
and 
P(Y)6B for all y E -S. 
For any x E T and e E int S, k = f (x) + se E K for each E > 0, so that 
(p&(x) =p(k) - &p(e) 2 P -&p(e) -+ P as Elo. 
Similarly, for y E -S, sy E -S for each E > 0 so that p(&y) 6 /$ thus letting 
s JO gives 0 6 p. Consequently, (pO f )( x) 2 0. 
It remain to show that p E S *. Let XET, if seint S, then s+Ncint S 
for some ball N, and for w large enough, wp’f (x) E N so that 
s - w ~ ‘f (x) E int S. Since S is a cone, ws -f(x) E int S so that ws E K. Then 
p(s) = w ~ ‘p( ws) 2 0 and since p is continuous p(S) c !R + ; thus p E S*. 
4. LAGRANCIAN CONDITIONS, GLOBAL MINIMIZATION, AND DUALITY 
In this section we consider the minimization problem: 
(P) minimize f (x) subject to -g(x) E S, x E X. 
Here, X is a locally starshaped subset of !R2”, f: X + % is semilocally convex, 
S is a closed convex cone in 9Y, and g: X+ ‘W’ is S-semilocally convex. 
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For convenience we assume that the parameters defining X and the 
functions f, g are a(,~, y), for all x, 1’~ X, and d(x, y), for all x, y E A’, 
respectively, where d(x, JJ) < a(x, ~1) < 1. 
The program (P) will be said to satisfy the Generalized Slater Condition 
(see, for comparison [2]) if there exists ZE X such that -g(z)Eint S. 
For (P), the perturbation function is defined as 
F(z) = inf{f(x) : x E X, -g(x) - z E S} (ZEW). 
(Pz) will denote the perturbed problem. 
The Lagrangian dual for (P) is defined as 
(D) maximize u(y) subject o y E S*, 
where o(y) = inf{f(x) + y’g(x) : x E X} (y E 9V”). 
The results of the previous section will be used to show that, as for 
convex problems, the perturbed problem is stable if and only if the 
perturbation function has a subgradient at z = 0, and that the usual 
Lagrangean saddlepoint condition and Lagrangian duality for (P) 
continues to remain true under conditions of semilocal convexity rather 
than convexity. 
Our first result shows that the feasible region of the perturbed problem 
is locally starshaped and that the perturbation function is semilocally 
convex. 
Let Z= {zc !V : -g(x) -z E S for some x E X}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Z is a locally starshaped set and F is semilocally convex 
on Z. 
Proof: We first show that Z is locally starshaped. Let zi, z2 E Z; then 
for some xi, x,EX, -g(xi) -zi E S and -g(x,)-z,E S. Since g is 
S-semilocally convex and 5’ is a convex cone it follows that for some 
d(x,,x,) and O<I<d(x,,x,) 
-g(lx, + (1 - A)xJ - AZ, - (1 - A)z, 
= -g(Ax, + (1 - n)x,) + MXl) + Cl- 1) g(x*) 
+n(-g(x,)--z,)+~(-g(x,)-z,) 
Es+s+scs. 
Thus Z is locally starshaped. 
It remains to show that F is semilocally convex on the locally starshaped 
setZ.Letz,,z,~Zandletq>O;thenforsomex,,x,~X, -g(x,)-z,ES, 
-g(xz) - z2 E S, and f(xl) < F(x,) + q, f(xz) < I; + q. Since Z is locally 
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starshaped there exists a,(~, , z2) < 1 such that z = AZ, + (1 - l)z, E Z for 
0 < w < a,(~,, z2). Since g is Ssemilocally convex and .Y is a locally 
starshaped set there exist a,(~,, x2) < 1 and d(xi, x2) 6 u,(x,, x2) such 
that x=1%x,+(1-A.)x,EXand 
for O<A<d(x,, x2). Define d(z,, z,)=min{u,(z,,z,), d(x,, x2)}. Then, for 
O<kd(z,,zz), -g(x)--zESand 
F(z) a-(x) f V(x,) + Cl- ~)f(x*) 
< 4Fb,) + 41+ (1 -I)ce,) + 41. 
Since q is arbitrary 
I;(z) d Wz,) + (1 - A)F(z,), 0 < I < d(Z,) z*). 
Thus F is semilocally convex. 
The program (Pz) is defined to be stable at z = 0 if, for some constant 
k E ‘3, F(z) - F(0) 2 k lz( for all sufficiently small 1~1. The function F has a 
subgradient p E ‘W at 0 if F(z) - F(0) Zp’z for all sufficiently small 1~1. 
The next theorem describes the relationship between the existence of a 
subgradient for F and the stability of the perturbed problem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Pz is stable at z = 0 ifund only if F has a subgradient at 0. 
Proof If F has a subgradient at 0 then F(z) - F(0) >p’z > - (p( . lzl; so 
Pz is stable at z = 0. 
Now assume Pz is stable at z = 0; then F(z) - F(0) 2 k lz( for all 
sufficiently small Izl. It may be assumed that k < 0. Since F is semilocally 
convex and Z is locally starshaped, 
F(Az) - F(0) < I[F(z) - F(O)] 
for some d(z, 0) < 1 and 0 < A < d(z, 0). 
If, for some z1 E Z, F(z,) - F(0) < k lz,l then 
F(Lz,)-F(O)<Ik l.zll =k l/lz,l 
contradicting stability for sufficiently small 1. Hence F(z) - F(0) 2 k 1~1 
holds for all z. 
Consider the sets 
A = {(a, z) E 93 x !Rm : a < k IzI > 
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and 
B= 
It is easily shown that the set A is open and convex. We now show that 
the set B is locally starshaped: 
Let (a,, z,) and (a,, Z~)E B. Then 
k7,+(l-~)a,3[F(z,)-F(O)]+(1-I~)[F(z,)-~(o)] 
=iF(z,)+(l -E,)F(z,)-F(0) 
>F(i.z,+(l -n)z,)-F(O) 
for some d(z,,z,)<l and O<i<d(,-, , z?) since F is semilocally convex; 
thus B is locally starshaped. 
Note that A A B = @ and, since A is open, A n cl(B) = @. Since B is 
locally starshaped then cl(B) is convex by Lemma 3.2; the (convex) sets A 
and cl(B) (and hence A and B) can then be separated by a hyperplane and 
the rest of the proof follows as in [2, Theorem 4.2.81. 
The theorem of the alternatives derived in the previous section will now 
be used to establish the Lagrangian saddlepoint condition. 
THEOREM 4.3. In the problem (P), assume that int(S) # a, X is locally 
starshaped, f is semilocally convex, g is S-semilocally convex, and the 
Generalized Slater Condition holds. Then (P) attains a minimum x = x0 E X 
if and only tf there exists yO E S* such that the Lagrangian L(x, y) = 
f(x) + y’g(x) satisfies the following saddlepoint condition at (x,, y,): 
Lh, 4’) 6 Lh, Yo) d Lb, ‘0) 
for allxEXandyES*. 
Proof: Assume that (P) attains a minimum at x = x0. Since 
(int % + ) x S 3 int(% + x S) there is no solution x E X to 
- U(x) -.f(xd, g(x)1 6 inW + x S). 
From the Theorem of the Alternatives 3.5 there exists non-zero 
(z,, yO)e (‘%+ x S)* such that 
%Lf(x) -fbo)l + Y:,&) B 0 for all x E X. 
If 50 = 0, then 0 # y0 E S* and y; g(xO) 2 0 for all x E X, contradicting the 
Generalized Slater Condition. Hence r0 > 0 and z0 = 1 may be assumed. It 
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follows that f(x) -f(x,,) + &g(x) >, 0 for all XE X and, since X~E X, 
yhg(x,)>O. But yO~ S* implies ybg(x,) 60; hence yhg(x,)=O and the 
saddlepoint condition follows since y’g(xO) f 0 for all y E S*. 
The sufficiency of the saddlepoint condition is well known and is 
independent of any convexity condition. 
The following two theorems and corollary follow in a manner analogous 
to Theorems 4.2.9, 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.12, respectively, of [2]. 
THEOREM 4.4. For all x feasible for (P) and for all y ft!asible for (D), 
f(X)>dY). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (P) attain a finite minimum F(0). Then w is a sub- 
gradient of F at 0 if and only if (D) attains its maximum at y = w and 
max (D) = min (P). 
COROLLARY 4.6. Pz is stable at z = 0 if and only if (D) is a dual of (P). 
Finally, as is well known in the convex case, the saddlepoint condition 
implies (D) is a dual of(P). 
THEOREM 4.7. If (P) satisfies the Generalized Slater Condition, then (D) 
is a dual of(P). 
5. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS AND DUALITY 
In this section we derive necessary and sufficient Fritz John [7] and 
Kuhn-Tucker [6] conditions for a constrained minimization problem in 
which the functions involved are semilocally convex. The necessary condi- 
tions are expressed in terms of the directional derivatives of the objective 
and constraint functions. The results provide an extension of the optimality 
conditions of convex programming to programs involving semilocally 
convex functions. 
Consider the problem 
(Pl ) minimize f(x) subject to -g(x) E S, x E X, 
where it is assumed that X is an open locally starshaped subset of ‘iRn, 
f: X+ ‘3 is semilocally convex, and g: X+ ‘3”’ is S-semilocally convex, 
where S is a convex cone in ‘W’ with non-empty interior. For convenience 
we assume that the parameters defining X,f, and g are a(x, y) and d(x, y), 
for all x, y E X, respectively, where d(x, y) f a(x, y). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Assume (Pl ) uttains a minimum at x = x0. Then there 
exists z E ‘94 + and y E S* not both zero such that 
(zf+ y’g) + (x,, .y - x0) > 0 for all x E X (5.1) 
y ‘g( x0) = 0. (5.2) 
Proof: Since -g(x) E S implies f(xQ) -f(x) 6 0 for all x E X, then there 
is no solution to the system 
-(f(x) -fM &)) E int (fl+ 4. 
By Theorem 3.5 there exists r E !I? + and y E S* not both zero such that for 
all x E X. 
Since -g(xO) E S, y’g(x,) = 0. Therefore, for all x E X, 
zf(x) +Y’&) - C~fb-d +.Y’g(xdl b 0. 
Since X is locally starshaped, x0 + A(x - x0) E X for 0 < ;1< a(x, x0) and 
any XEX; thus 
(Tf+Y’g)+ (x0, x-x,)30 for all XEX. 
The Fritz John conditions (5.1) and (5.2) lead to appropriate 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions under any assumption that implies r # 0; these 
conditions are also sufficient to imply a minimum is attained at a 
Kuhn-Tucker point. 
THEOREM 5.2. In the problem (Pl), assume that the Generalized Slater 
Condition is satisfied. Then (Pl ) attains a minimum at x = x0 if and only if 
there exists y E S* such that 
(.f+ Yk) + (x0, x - x0) 2 0 forall xEX (5.3) 
Y’g(xcJ = 0. (5.4) 
ProoJ: Assume that (Pl) attains a minimum at x = x,,. Then the Fritz 
John conditions (5.1) and (5.2) are satisfied at x = x0 for some r E !I? + and 
y E S* not both zero. If r = 0, then y # 0 and (y’g) + (x,, x - x0) 2 0 for all 
XE X and y’g(x,) = 0. Since g is S-semilocally convex, it follows that 
y’g(x) > y’g(x,,) = 0 for all x E X; this contradicts the Generalized Slater 
Condition by Theorem 1.3. Hence z # 0 and we can assume that z = 1; (5.3) 
and (5.4) then follow directly from (5.1) and (5.2). 
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To prove sufficiency, let x be feasible for (Pl) and assume that (5.3) and 
(5.4) are satisfied. Then 
f(x) -f(xo) 3f+(xot x-x0) sincefis semilocally convex 
2 -Wg)’ (x0, x-x0) by (5.3) 
2 -Y’(&) -&o)) since g is semilocally convex 
= -Y’&) since y’g(x,) = 0 
20 since y E S* and -g(x) E S. 
Hence f(x) 2f(x0). 
Remark 5.3. Kaur [S] has also derived Fritz John and Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions using a theorem of the alternatives for convex functions under 
the additional assumption that the directional derivatives are lower semi- 
continuous; this assumption implies that the directional derivatives are 
convex. 
Now in relation to (Pl ) consider the program 
(Dl) maximizef(u)+y’g(u) 
subject o 
(f+y’g)+ (%X-U)20 for all XE-X 
UEX, YES*. 
We show that (Dl) is a dual for (Pl). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (Pl) attain a minimum at X~E X, and let the 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions (5.3) and (5.4) be satisfied at x0. Then (Dl) is u 
dual for (Pl). 
Proof Let x be feasible for (Pl ) and let (u, y) be feasible for (Dl ). 
Then 
f(x) - Cf(~)+.Y’du)l~f+(% x- u)-y’g(u) 
sincef is semi-locally convex 
2 -Y’MU)+g+(4x-~)l 
by the constraints of (Dl) 
2 -J%(x) since g is S-semilocally convex 
30 since -g(x) ES and y E S*. 
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This proves weak duality. Now, from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for 
(Pl ), there exists )sO E S* with 
(f’+y:,g) + (x,, x-x,)30 and .I(, g(q) = 0; 
so (x0, y,) satisfies the constraints of (Dl) and 
max (Dl)~f(~,)+y:,g(x~)=f(x,,)=min (Pl). 
This, with weak duality, shows that (x,, ~1~) is optimal for (Dl). 
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